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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to investigate educational philosophy and philosophical mindedness of Iranian physical education and sports science lecturers (state-run Universities and Islamic Azad Universities). 150 questionnaires were randomly distributed among them, 123 filled questionnaires returned and finally 98 were confirmed. Two major instruments of Philosophy Preference Assessment (PPA) constructed by Wiles and Bondi (2010) with Cronbach’s alpha = 0.859, and Philosophical Mindedness (PM) constructed by Soltani (1996) with Cronbach’s alpha = 0.86 based on Smith model were used to examine the research hypotheses. The results showed that experimentalism and realism were the first and second educational philosophy of Iranian physical education lecturers, respectively (p = 0.001). Also, comprehensiveness, penetration, and flexibility are the first, second, and third philosophical mindedness preference, respectively (p = 0.001). It is difficult for many people to build their beliefs based on a philosophical thought and special philosophical principles; therefore eclecticism is the combination of concepts from philosophical aspects in form of a harmonic belief. Thoughtful combination of beliefs builds a mature philosophical viewpoint. Also, it seems that it is necessary for lecturers to have comprehensiveness, penetration, and flexibility equally and consonantly, so we can say that they were equipped with philosophical mindedness.
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INTRODUCTION

Teachers and education philosophy are important components in any teaching-learning process (1), and a teacher’s philosophical preferences affect his/her preferences for teaching-learning, personality characteristics, attitudes, values, and competencies (2). On one hand, various philosophical and mental schools have stressed different forms of educational centers and their educational roles in these places. Philosophy plays a key role in direction of humankind and effective application of acquired knowledge and skills during professional internship (3).

On the other hand, the thought is an important issue of education, as thought and skill of proper thinking have been occupying the mind of scientists for a long time (4). In other words, since education is today known as the most basic factor of growth and improvement of culture, politic, economic and society, the most important responsibility of educational officials (managers, teachers, and university lecturers) (5), therefore, their thought ability in order to improve the educational quality is considered as the most important characteristics of them; thus, proper and logical thought of educational lecturer depends on philosophical mindedness. Philosophical mindedness of a person depends on his/her ideology, problem coping, and thought characteristics that are coming eyes in various aspects of his/her behavior. Philosophical mindedness gives insights and knowledge to anyone to protect his/her from narrow-mindedness, self-centeredness, and unilateralism in coping with problems, and also helps his/her make logical decision for all works (4).

John Dewey believes that education should be offered in practice and in physical education and training (3), and because of special importance of physical education and sport science in practical education and in cultural, political, economic and social growth and improvement, it elevated the responsibility of educational officials of this field. So the main question of this study is, “what are the preferences of educational philosophy and philosophical mindedness of Iranian physical education and sports science lecturers as key element for scholar system of sport?”

Literature review in this issue shows that it is inadequate and has contradictory results (2, 4-18). Safania, Ghorbanalizadeh Ghaziani, and Tayebi (2010) and Safania (2011) found that educational philosophy preferences changed from idealism to realism induced by 16 sessions of teaching principles and philosophy of physical education, and acceptation levels of students to educational philosophies of perennialism, realism and idealism elevated significantly after 16 sessions of teaching (13). Also, the levels of philosophical mindedness and its two dimensions include "penetration" and "comprehensiveness" increased significantly after teaching principles and philosophy of physical education. But the dimension of "flexibility" didn't change significantly (4). Doganay and Sari found that there were no significant differences between teachers’ educational philosophies and their genders, type of school they graduated from, experience, and branch. It is also found that there are no consistency between teachers’ views about aims and content of education, teaching – learning environment and teachers and students roles in teaching–learning process and their primary preferences of educational philosophies (6).

Therefore the aim of this study is to investigate educational philosophy and philosophical mindedness preferences of Iranian physical education and sports science lecturers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Total number of 150 questionnaires was randomly distributed among Iranian lecturers of physical education and sports science (state-run universities and Islamic Azad Universities), 123 filled questionnaires returned and finally 98 were confirmed. Two major instruments of Philosophy Preference Assessment (PPA) constructed by Wiles and Bondi (2010) (17), and Philosophical Mindedness (PM) constructed by Soltani (1996) (19) based on Smith model were used to examine the research hypotheses. Some demographic questions are also included in the questionnaire which are mentioned in the below. Five dimensions of PPA (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.859) were measured in this study: Perennialism, Idealism, Realism, Experimentalism, and Existentialism. All of the measures of PPA used a 5-point Likert-type scale with response categories (1= Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree). Also, three dimensions of PM (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.86) were measured in this study: Comprehensiveness, Penetration, and Flexibility. All of the measures of PM used a 4-point Likert-type scale with response categories (1= Never; 4 = Ever). There were no contrary scored items in the measures of PPA and PM. The repeated measure of ANOVA applying SPSS software used to examine the preferences of educational philosophy and philosophical mindedness of Iranian physical education and sports science lecturers.

RESULTS
According to repeated measure of ANOVA, there was a significant preference (F = 124.35, p = 0.001) in philosophical mindedness of Iranian lecturers of physical education and sports science (graph 1). Pairwise comparison based on main effects of Bonferroni adjustment showed that there was significant difference between penetration and flexibility with comprehensiveness (p < 0.01), also significant difference between flexibility with penetration (p < 0.01).
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION

We observed that experimentalism was the first educational philosophy preference of Iranian physical education lecturers. In this philosophical school, educational programs are based on growth and development, and teaching methods are based on problem-solving and research, evaluation is based on research, while classroom managing is a personal presence, and the role of teacher is adviser and contributor of students (1, 17) as it is applied in sports science (3).

Besides, educational philosophy of realism had the second preference among Iranian physical education lecturers. In this philosophical school, material or physical world is the real world, and it can be achieved better to reality through scientific ways (3). Schools have to teach students that the world is what is, time and place of current world, and truly and really issues. Schools must manage with highly discipline, student receives all type contents of studies and investigations inactively and the learning process is evaluated observationally (17).

It is difficult for many people to build their beliefs based on a philosophical thoughts and special philosophical principles; therefore, eclecticism is the combination of concepts from philosophical aspects in the form of a harmonic belief. Thoughtful combination of beliefs build a mature philosophical viewpoint (17). In this study, there is not an equal and consonant status in dimensions of educational philosophy of lecturers as eclecticism. So they must try to improve their prennialism, idealism, realism, existentialism, and experimentalism in coordination together.

Regarding philosophical mindedness, we saw that comprehensiveness have the first preference, which means that the lecturers consider the world’s phenomenon in an organism, so that all elements of it are tightly related. They look to special issues in relation to comprehensive basis; they concern the temporary problems to long term aims; they apply universalization/popularization ability, and they are patient all the time (4, 5, 8, 14, 16).

Also penetration has the second preference among Iranian physical education lecturers. In other words, they consider beyond of issues with asking about axiom, discovery and expression basics, problems, and assumptions at every situation, applying sensibility with regard to basic aspects, relating the outlooks on inductive assumptions (4, 5, 8, 14, 16). But Iranian lecturers of physical education have lower flexibility as the third preference rather than two other dimensions. Flexibility is mindedness that surrounds the ability of logical acceptance of new methods and ways created in world of manufacture, work, and technology, and also avoidance from inadvisable resistance to these changes. Lecturers with flexibility leave one from mental hardness, evaluate opinions and viewpoints, apart from its sources, attend to various aspects of problems and develop assumptions, explanations, and viewpoints, accept provisional, conditional and interesting judgments (4, 5, 8, 14, 16).

It seems that it is necessary for lecturers to have comprehensiveness, penetration and flexibility equally and consonantly, so we can say that they were equipped with philosophical mindedness. In this study there is not an equal and consonant status in dimensions of philosophical mindedness. Therefore, they have to try improving their comprehensiveness, penetration, and flexibility in coordination together.
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